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Thissectionsupp/iesa low-noiseoutputwithunprecedented
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In this Issue:
Thequalityof a precision
laboratory
is measured
by howlittlenoiseand
signalgenerator
spurioussignalsare presentin its outputalongwith the single-frequency
signalthal's
supposed
to bethere.Nonoiseat allisanimpossible
ideal,butthesubjectofthisissue,Model
8662ASynthesized
SignalGenerator,
comesas closeto the idealas anysignalgenerator
nowavailablein its frequency
range,whichis 0.01to 1280megahertz.
Wherearesuchsuper-clean,
stablesignalsneeded?Mostlyin communications
andradar
transmitters
informaandreceivers,
ln thesesystems,
andfortestingthiskindof equipment.
tion is superimposed
on a single-frequency
carriersignalby modulatingthe carrier's
jitterssignificantly,
frequency,
amplitude,
or phase.A noisycarrier,onewhosephaseor amplitude
canseverely
limittheperformance
of a system.Phasenoisetendsto beparticularly
of
troublesome,
andsothemeasurement
phasenoisehasbecomeespecially
important.
Forphase-noise
measurements,
the8662Ais usedas a stable
sourcewithwhichto comparethe equipment
undertest.Thesemeasurements
aredonein the development
laboratory,
in.production
(wherethe 8662A'sprogrammability
makesautomatictestingpossible),and in
maintenance.
Inreceiver
testing,an important
measurement
is adjacent
channelselectivity,
aimedat findingouthowwella
receiverpicksup a weaksignalin one of its channelswhenthereare stronginterfering
signalsin adjacent
channels.
A cleaninterfering
is thereceiver's
signalis neededforthistestso theperformance
that'smeasured
andnotthesignalgenerator's.
Today,channelsarebeingmadenarrower
in an attemptto accommodate
more
in an increasingly
customers
crowdedelectromagnetic
spectrum.
The narrower
thechannels,
the cleanerthe
testsignalmustbe; hencethe needfor the 8662A.
Manyapplications
lie abovethe8662A'sfrequency
range,butevenin thesecases,the8662A'soutputcan
oftenbe multiplied
to theneededfrequency
andstillbecleanenough,eventhoughitsphasenoiseis multiplied,
too.Ourcoversuggests
anapplication
likethis.The86624feedsa step-recovery
the
diodemultiplier
to provide
transmitted
signalin a pulsedDopplerradarsystem.(ln practice,
a pairof 8662Aswouldbe usedto generate
boththetransmitted
signalandthereceiver
localoscillator
signal).Theradarscopeintheforeground
to
belongs
the U.S.FederalAviationAdministration's
OaklandTRACON(TrafficControl).
Thisradaractuallyoperatesat
1030MHz,withinthe 8662A'sfrequencyrange.We thankthe FAAfor lettingus photograph
it.
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Synthesized
A High-Purity,Fast-Switching
SignalGenerator
Whenthe lowestpossib/e noise is a critical requirementfor
a programmablefrequencysource, this generatorcan do
are
thejob. Rapidswitchingand high output-levelaccuracy
two of its other advantaoes.
by RolandHassun
EQUIREMENTS ON SIGNAL SOURCES used as test
signals or directly in communications systems have
escalated substantially. Spectral purity, which was
barely mentioned in signal generator data sheets a
dozen or so years ago, has now become a focal point in
the description of the product. Indeed, it represents a
major portion of the design and test efforts.
Many of the latest mobile communication systems rely on
frequency switching executed in a few milliseconds. Test
sources must therefore exceed this rate, while maintaining
high levels of spectral purity.
Hewlett-Packard's answer to these needs is Model 8662A
Synthesized Signal Generator, Fig. 1, a high-purity, highaccuracy, fast-switching, programmable source of frequencies between 10 kHz and l2B0 MHz. The spectral purity of
this new generator challenges the performance of mechanical and cavity-tuned generators such as the well known HP
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86408. At 160 MHz, for example, single-sideband (SSB)
noise is <-144 dBcftlz at 10 kHz offset from the carrier and
-113 dBc/Hz at 10 Hz, with a broadband noise floor of - 150
dBcftIz. Nonharmonic spurious signals are greater than 100
dB below the carrier. The key to this exceptional spectral
purity is a new switched-inductance oscillator of novel
design that produces a quiet free-running signal even before stabilization with phase-locked reference signals. The
synthesized reference signal chain also has two separate
crystal filter sections to clean up an already quiet 10-MHz
crystal reference oscillator.

Unprecedented
LevelAccuracy
The 8662A output level range is +13 dBm (overrange to
+rO dBm) to -139.9 dBm with a resolution of 0.1 dB. The
internal microprocessor ensuresthat all Ievels between * 13
and -120 dBm have an absolute level accuracy of tr dB.

Ftg, 1, Exceptionallylow phase
noise and spurious output make
Model 86624 SynthesizedSignal
Generatorsuitable for such demanding applications as receiver
adjacent channelselectivitymeasurements with closely spaced
channelsand low-norselocal oscill a t o r s e r v i c e . F a s t fr e q u e n c y
switching and sweep capability
make the 86624 useful in
frequency-agileand swept local
oscillato applications. All functionsare remotelyprogrammable.
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Spectral Purity
Spectralpurityis a measureof how much the spectrumof the
outputof a signalgeneratordeviatesfromthatof a pure sinewave.
Factorsaffectingspectral purity are:
r Phasenoise,manitestedas randomfluctuationsof zero crossings in the time domain and spectrum spreading in the frequencyoomarn
r AM noise,manifestedas envelopefluctuationsin the time domain and spectrumspreading in the frequencydomain
r Nonharmonicallyrelated discrete sidebands, sometimes
calledspurs
r H a r m o n i c a l l yr e l a t e d s i d e b a n d s c a u s e d b y h a r m o n i c
distortion.
Phasenoiseis of particularimportancein establishingthe limits
of many modern communicationssystems.Harmonicdistortion,
on the other hand, is not an importantfactorfor the great majority
of applicationsin communicationssystems.lt can be substantially reduced by means of simple low-passfiltering.
AM noiselevelsare generallyat least10 dB belowphasenoise
levelsin most signalsources.Furthermore,many operatingsystems rely on angle modulation(phase or frequency) and are
thereforenot sensitiveto AM noise.
Discrete sidebands can cause both amplitude and phase
modulationbut occupy a much more restrictedportion of the
spectrumthan randommodulationcaused by randomphaseand
amplitudef luctuations.
The total unwantedpoweroccupyinga particularcommunication channel consists of the sum of the power in the discrete
sidebands plus the integralof the noise power in the channel
bandwidth.Both componentsthereforeneed to be minimized.
Phase Noise
The spectrum spreadingoJ the carrier that is caused by the
existenceof phase noiseextendsfrom lessthan 1 Hz offsetfrom
the carrier to whereverthe effect of additive noise-thermal or
active device noise-begins to dominate.This could be several
MHz away from the carrier.Close-inphasenoiseis understoodto
include offsets within 5 kHz of the carrier, while far-out phase
noise is understoodto be that beyond 5 kHz.
Phasenoise,or moregenerally,sidebandnoise(i.e.,a combinationof phase and AM noise),is responsiblefor limitingthe
resolvingpowerof heterodynesystemssuch as FM receiversand
spectrum analyzers.Resolvingpower in this case means the
abilityto detect a smallsignalin the presenceof a largeone (see
F i g .1 ) .
Most mobilecommunications
systemsof the frequencymultiplexkindhavechannelspacingsthatexceed5 kHz.Forexample,
6.25-kHzchannel spacing is now used in some areas having a
high density of communicationstraffic. The system's ability to
extract a desired low-levelsignal from an undesired high-level
one (a nearbytransmitter,for example)is limitedby the sideband
noise of the receiverlocal oscillatorand the selectivityof the lF
system. lt is assumed in Fig. 1 that the received signals are
spectrallypure.In fact,any sidebandnoiseon the undesiredhighlevelsignalhas the same effect as noiseon the local oscillator.
Selectivitytests on high-qualitymobileFM receiversrequire
low-noisesourcesto simulatethe undesiredhioh-levelsional.

This is accomplishedby measuringthe actual level with an
accuracyof r-0.5 dB at a large number of frequencies,determining the proper error correction, storing this informa4 tewLen-plcxARD JouRNALFEBRUARy
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Fig. 1. Sideband noiseon the local oscitlatoroutput timitsthe
resolving power of heterodyne receivers.

Close-ln Phase Noise
Many modern developmentshave created a need for good
long{erm stabilityand low close-inphase noise. Moving{argetindicatorradars,navigationsystems(e.9., Navstar),very-largebaselineinterferometryand PSK (phase-shiftkeying) represent
some of the applicationswhere close-in phase noise plays a
malor rore.
The measurementof close-in phase noise on RF and microwavesourcesis becominga very fundamentalone, because
some crucial aspects of performancein the above-mentioned
systemsare relatedto this effect.
A commonapplicationfor a low-noisesignalgeneratorsucn as
the 86624 is as a referencesource in phase-noisemeasuremenr
setups.l The 8662A'scombinationof good long{erm phase stability,excellentclose-inphasenoiseand very good farout phase
noise makes it possibleto test signal sourcesat offsetstrom the
carrier rangingfrom fractionsof a hertzto manv MHz.
Frequency Agility
Severalnew communicationsnetworkshave an additionalrequirementfor frequency switchingon the order of several milliseconds.To providedynamictest conditionsfor these systems,
it is necessaryfor the test signal source to settle to a new frequencyin somewhatundera millisecond.
The combinationof this levelof agility,low close-inand far-out
noiseandspurioussidebandsrepresents
an unusualengineering
challenge.How these objectiveswere achieved in the 86624 is
discussedin the accompanyingarticle.
Reference
1. D. Scherer,"Design Principlesand Test Methodsfor Low phase Noise RF and
MicrowaveSources,"Hewlett-Packard
RF and l\4icrowave
Symposium,1979.

-Roland Hassun

tion in ROM, and then using it to correctthe errorsin output
level as a function of frequencyand attenuatorsetting.The
8662A'sunprecedentedlevel accuracyis essentialfor accu-

rate receiver sensitivity measurements.
Although primarily designed for high signal purity, the
8662A's indirect-type oscillator switches frequency with a
typical 12 ms total switching time (to within 100 Hz). RF
settling time is 0.5 ms. For testing frequency-agilereceivers, a special learn mode may be used with the HP-IB*
programming bus to drive frequencies directly from the
bus, with 500-ps switching speed.
All other front-panel functions are programmable via the
HP-IB,which is a standardfeature.The microprocessoralso
provides powerful diagnostic and error routines to aid the
user and service routines to aid in maintenance.
Flexible Control
A major design objectiveof the front-panel layout was to
improve measurement efficiency so that engineering and
production test productivity could be increased.Key functions are grouped centrally. Frequenciesare key-setto 0.1
Hz (or 0.2 Hz) and levels to 0.1 dB resolution.Values can be
incremented or decremented with up/down keys or a rotary
knob after keying in the desired step size. A store/recall
function allows up to nine complete front-panel control
settingsto be retained and recalled singly or in a sequence
of up to 10 steps.
Most increment and sequencesteps can be triggered by
rear-panelinputs. A seriesofpins availableon a rear-panel
connector allows certain commands to be executed when
one of the pins is connectedto ground (a debouncecircuit is
provided internally) or pulsed with a negative-goingTTLcompatible pulse of at least S-psduration. This allows outputs to be tied back to inputs directly, thus creating a sequential system, or through decision-making logic. For
example,if the sweep output is tied to the step-up pin, the
whole frequency range of the 8662A can be sequentially
swept in specifiedincrements.If a detectorcircuit and some
logic arealsoused,then the sweepingaction can be stopped
whenever a signal is detected.
Powerful sweep capability that preserves synthesizer
stability, resolution, and accuracymakes the 8662A ideal
for characterizing high-stability components such as crystal filters. StarUstopor span sweeps can be selected.Five
key-set markers plus linear or log sweep are available. By
using the sequencefunction, multiple sweeps can be observed simultaneously.
Full signal-generatorcapability is provided, with highperformanceAM and FM modulation. AM rates to 4OkHz
are possible depending on modulation depth and carrier
frequency.FM deviations to 200 kHz and ratesto 100 kHz
are available for external modulation inputs. A 400 or
1000-Hzinternal source can be selected.
Architecture
The architectureof the 86624 reflects the major design
goals,which included low phasenoise close to the carrier
(lessthan 5 kHz offsets),low phase noise far from the carrier, submillisecond frequencyswitching speeds,spurious
sidebandsmore than 90 dB below the carrier, 0.1-Hz frequency resolution, and quality modulation capability.
The phase-lockedloop approach to frequency synthesis
was chosen becausethese objectives could be met with
a lower level of product complexity. Fig. 2 is the 86624
*Compatiblewith IEEE488.

block diagram.
Divide ratios havebeenchosenso that noise on any ofthe
referencesignals going into the phase detectorsdoes not
undergo multiplication by more than 2 at the output. The
use of fractional-N divider techniques(seearticle, page12)
allows the achievementof a specific frequency resolution
while maintaining a wider loop bandwidth (leading to
higher switching speed) than would be possible without
the use of fractional-N.At the sametime, the divide ratio is
kept small.
Sidebandscausedby referencesignals leaking into the
VCOs (voltage-controlledoscillators)are kept below -1.00
dBc on the output signal in the majority of cases.This is
accomplishedby filtering, isolation, and shielding.
The provision of frequencymodulation required the addition of two phase-lockedloops in the block diagram.One
loop is used to generatethe frequencymodulated signal by
applying the modulating signal to the VCO. The loop
bandwidth is less than the lowest modulating signal frequency.The other loop is used to sum the modulated signal
into the system.
Fig. 3 shows typical 8662A single-sidebandphasenoise.
Below 1OkHz, phasenoise of the referencesection dominates.From 10 to 500 kHz the referenceloop and sum loop
determine the phasenoise performance,while beyond s00
kHz the sum loop oscillator is the dominant phase noise
source.
This noise profile indicatesthat the HP 8662,4,is not only
an RF synthesizerwith exceptional close-in noise performance,but that it can also competewell at farther-outoffset
frequencieswhere cavity oscillators were traditionally far
superior. With its switching speed of 500 ps (RF settling
time), the HP 8662A meetsthe usually conflicting requirements of low phase noise and high frequency agility.
Assuring Reliability
The required improvements in signal generator spectral
purity and switching speed have made the 86624 an extremely complex product. The design philosophy for complex products must include reliability and serviceabilityto
achieveoperatingcost levels acceptableto the user.Therefore, reliability and serviceability goals were an integral
part of the early 86624 definition along with performance
and costobjectives.Reliability was the subjectof significant
planning throughoutthe courseof the project.Management
support at all levels was inspirational in steadfastlypursuing a goal that is difficult to measure.
A number of steps were taken to make a substantial improvementin reliability. A seriesof educationalsessionsfor
the project team were held by the corporateand divisional
reliability groups. The strong commitment of all team
members to reliability was a significant factor in maintaining the emphasisover a period of several years.
The main thrust of the reliability effort in the development phase was the creation of an environment within the
product that would favor component longevity. It was decided very early to limit semiconductorjunction temperatures to less than 110'C when the ambient temperature is at
the specified maximum of 55"C.Junction temperatureis a
parameterthat is directly related to semiconductorfailure
rate. It was measured by making body temperature meaFEBRUARv
1981HEwLETT-pAcrnno
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surements using thermocouples on well over 100 components at several stages throughout the development cycle.
lunction temperature was then computed with the knowledge of the power dissipated in the device and its published
junction-to-body thermal resistance.The goal was met with
the exception of a microwave transistor chip used in the
output amplifier, whose junction temperature can reach
125'C (computed) in the very worst case. The use of a
high-efficiency switching regulated power supply that
saves approximately 70W and a carefully planned thermal
design approach were necessitiesin achieving the junction
temperature goal.
Another step taken was the reduction of electrical stress
on the components used. Power dissipation, voltage and
current were checked on all transistors and passive components. The reliability group helped establish safe derated
limits to which the designers adhered. Design margins on
such crucial parameters as phase-locked loop acquisition
ranges were made very substantial.
Humidity and condensation tests carried out in the
course of a battery of environmental tests revealed some
harmful chemical action. Growth of a clear, amorphous,
nonconducting substance gave rise to intermittent contact
between printed circuit board connector fingers and their
sockets. The microprocessor-based controller was especially vulnerable to this, since missing a single pulse can
change a Iegitimate instruction to an unintelligible stream
of information. A task force consisting mainly of product
assurance and printed circuit board processing groups
traced the problem to contaminants in the water used in
the wash cycle. They were eliminated and the problem
went away.
A number of assemblies containing novel designs were
put through life tests. This included prolonged periods of
operation at elevated ambient temperature (55'C). Two of
four switched reactance oscillators exhibited identical failure modes on the tenth and eleventh days of testing. A thin
layer of insulation was punched through causing a mal-
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function. The condition was corrected. The life tests proved
very useful in identifying a number of systematic problems
that generally only show up after lengthy periods of time
and may not be diagnosed as problems when not viewed in
the context of a disciplined test.
Furthermore, a sufficient number of prototypes were
built, operated almost continuously, and exercised
whenever possible to uncover weaknesses.This intensive
search for problems proved quite effective.
Most of the semiconductors used in the product are
burned in according to a program developed by HP's Stanford Park Division product assurance group. A 5:1 reduction in failure rate has been observed in a pilot program.
Failures detected are carefully analyzed and when systematic patterns emerge, the suppliers of the faulty devices
are notified.
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DigitalControlfor a High-Performance
Programmable
SignalGenerator
by HamiltonC. Chisholm
CURRENT PRODUCTION INSTRUMENT. the
Hewlett-Packard 8660,{, Synthesized Signal Generator, successfully demonstratesthe concept of
keyboard control of a signal generator. By means of the
Hewlett-PackardInterfaceBus (HP-IB),* it also provides a
means of solving many instrumentation problems calling
for remote control, This previous development served as a
guide in the planning of the 86624 Slmthesized Signal
Generator.Many enhancementswere developed to provide full control of all parameters.The panel arrangement
provides the operator with easily understood parameter
control. Interaction with a responding parameter display
reinforces the learning of short key sequences.Where function control is not obvious from the front panel, a pullout
card beneath the inshument quickly provides assistance.
The 8ti62A is basically a signal source of sinusoidal frequencies with exceptional purity. With the addition of
amplitude control and selectableamplitude and frequency
modulation, the source becomesa signal generator.With
step time and step frequency control, the generator is enhanced with frequency sweeping capabilities.
Controller Design
The block diagram ofthe digital control unit ofthe 86624
is shown in Fig. 1. The controller has latched driver outputs
for elevendigits of frequencyfrom 10 kHz to 1.28GHz with
O.7-Hzresolution (o.z-Hzresolution above640 MHz). Four
digits of amplitude in either dBm, mV, or g,Vunits are also
latched out for the control of electronic and electromechanical attenuation. Modulation drive in the form of two binary
control words is latched out for either AM or FM. The HP
Interface Bus signals are conducted to the rear panel. An
additional set of external inputs can be used to control the
functions increment up, increment down, start sweep,stop
sweep,single sweep,and sequence.Also, a setof lines from
the linear circuits provides the controller with information
pertaining to malfunctions of these circuits. All told, 132
lines are exercisedby the digital conhol unit.
The choice of the oB00 microprocessorfor the 86624
*Compatiblewith IEEE488-1978.

control unit was based on the 6800's advanced 8-bit concept, a system of components that includes the 6820
Peripheral Interface Adaptor and compatible ROM and
RAM devices,and availability within HP of suitableassembler and loader programs that operatein HP computers.
The 86624 control system is designed with modularity
for servicing in mind. Accessto all circuit boardsis assured
by clever configuration of the card frame and by a tilt-down
front panel. The microprocessor circuitry and a few components for signature analysis are on the processor control
board. Two boards with 12 kilobytes each of 1K x B PROM
constitute major memory. The RAM board with 2 kilobytes
of CMOS RAM provides nonvolatile memory for variables,
stored parameters,and stored information for nine blocks of
front-panel data (more about this later).
An input board provides malfunction inputs and the interface to the keyboard and the set of external inputs. Two
output boardscontain the latched drivers for frequencyand
modulation. The display board contains latching LED
numeric displays and latched drivers for backlighted
nomenclature. Readout control is nonscanning to avoid any
radio frequency interference. All of the circuitry necessary
for the HP-IB, including 2 kilobytes of program memory, is
on a card that can be removed from the controller without
impairing normal local-mode operation.
The keyboardshave specially designedkeys to meet requirements of random positioning, low profile, minimum
spacing, and control LED lighting. The keystroke is short
and has positive tactile feel. Gold plated, bifurcated spring
contactsmake reliable, wiping contactwith printed circuit
pads on boards that are readily serviceable,
Keyboard Operations
The central portion ofthe keyboard,on the sloping panel,
contains the major function qualifier keys and the numeric
keypad.The expectedkey sequenceis left to right: selection
of function, then numeric data,followed by executionwith
a units key such as MHz. The numbers are visible in the
function display as entered. When the units key is held
down, the justified entry is held visible. This is useful in the

Fig. 1. Digital control unit ot the
8662A Synthesized Signal
Generator exercises 132 control
lines.
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8662A Power-On and Self-Test
Sequences
by Albert W. Kovalick
"smart" instruWith the introductionof microprocessor-based
ments, many convenienceswere gained. However,some features ol worth were lost. A typical instrumentwithout a smart
controllerhas the a6ilityto rememberuser settingsby virtueof its
front-panelmechanicalswitches and dial settings. Most smart
instruments,on the other hand, requirethe user to key in most
front-panelsettingseach time power is switchedon. An alternative is to use the HP-lBand programthe instrumentexternally.For
simplestand-aloneapplications,however,manualinitialization
of
the instrumentis a drawback.
The 86624 SynthesizedSignal Generatorsolvesthis problem
by using a CMOS RAM powered by a batteryto keep a record of
all f ront-panelsettings.Whenthe userturnsofl the synthesizeror
the power fails, the existingfront-panelsetting is saved. When
power is restoredthe last saved front-panelsetting is restored.

then the RAM data will not sum to the value ol the RAM lD
number(see Fig. 1b).The bad chip is now identifiedand the
faultyRAM numberis displayed.
lf no multipleread/writeproblemsare detectedthen an exhaustive test for internalrow/columndecoding is performed.First,a
memory location is set to a known value. Next, all remaining
locationsin each BAM are checked for alteration.lf any data
alterationis found,then the bad RAM is identijied.Each memory
cell is similarlytested.
Finally,a data fade test is performed. Due to the inherent
capacitivememoryeffectot CMOSmemory,it is possibleto store
a 1 or 0 eventhougha givenRAMcell is bad.Thisis a temporary
memory effect, and in,time, the data fades away because of
leakage.We detect a fade problemby testingdata over a period
greaterthan one second.

Power-on Sequence
When the 86624 is swrtchedon, a hardwarepower-oncircuit
resetsall hardwarefunctionsand causesthe controllerprogram
to begin. Before the settingsare restoreda checksum is computed {rom the saved front-paneldata. This is compared to a
referencechecksum. lf both checksums match, a software
routine restoresall frequency, modulation,and amplitude settings. lf the checksums disagree,RAM data has been altered.
This is unlikely,but it can occur il the batterydischarges.In this
event,the firstvalid front-panelsettingfromthe store/recallmemory is recalled. lf all nine settings contain altered data then a
default settingof 100 MHz and -30 dBm is used.

ROM Testing
The 86624 has 26 ROMsthat containthe operatingprogram.
The traditionalmethod used to test a ROM is by use of a
checksum.The referencechecksumsare usuallystoredin known
locationsand comoaredto calculatedchecksumsfor each BOM
to prove ROM validity.This technique has the disadvantageol
storingthe referencechecksum.lf it is stored in a known location
outsidethe ROM,then when a ROM is modified,its reference

RAM Testing
Testingof the entire2K bytesof RAMis performedeach timethe
instrumentis switched on. This oower-on RAM test checks for
stuckbits in everyRAMlocationwithoutdestroyingany RAMdata.
Before the test can begin, a small section or kernel of RAM is
tested.This kernel is needed to performthe larger 2K-bytetest.
Eachbit of RAMis nowtestedfor the abilityto toggle.lf any bits are
foundfaulty,a user code is displayedto indicatethis. By use of a
specialfunctioncode, a user may accessthis sametest and run it
when desired.
A second,moreextensivetest is accessibleby callinga routine
in the diagnosticsROM.lt is differentfrom the simplertest in three
ways. First, it checks for the case of multiple chips enabled.
Second,it testsfor CMOSmemoryfade problems.Last,it testsfor
row/columndecoding errors internalto the chips. fhis test is
lt runsfor about1.5minutesand pinpointsany faulty
exhaustive.
chips.
The test for multiplechips enabled must be performedbefore
decoding problemscan be detected.lf more than one RAMchip
is enabled,a read or writewill aftectmore than the desired RAM.
The test is structuredas follows.
1. All memorycleared to zero
2. Storeasingle RAMlD numberin each RAM.RAM1 (0-255)has
a solitary1 stored. RAM2 (256-511) has a 2 storedand so on
(see Fig. 1a).
The contentsof the RAMsare now summed individually.lf the
sum of each RAM is equal to its originalRAM lD number,then
no RAMs are selectedout of their address range.
lf one or more RAMs are selectedout of their address space
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Flg. 1. (a) To detect multiple chips enabled, each RAM has
only one number stored. The valueis the same as its RAM ID
number. Each stored value is at a different location to avoid
overlap. (b) Example of multiple chip selection. RAM 3 was
se/ected during RAM 2 addressing due to a faulty chip select
decoder. The sum of RAM 3 data ls 5, not 3 as it should be.
Becauseof inherent wircd-ANDingon the RAM data bus, the
sum of RAM 2 is 2, even though RAM 3 ls se/ected.
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checksummust also be changed.Hence,two ROMsmay need
changing.On the other hand, if each ROM has its checksum
storedwithinit, then an exact locationis requiredand this may
interruptthe programcode.
We havechosento allocatethe negativevalueof the checksum
dynamically.
Supposea sequenceof assemblylanguagecode
could be producedthatwouldnot affectprogramoperationand
would rarely,if ever, be producedby a programmer.
A branch
arounda NoP (no operation)fallsintothis category.
--

P R O G R A MC O D E

B R A+ 3
NOP

PROGRAM
CODE

O n c et h e p r o g r a md e v e l o p m e ni st a l m o s ct o m p l e t et ,h i st w o - l i n e
c o d e s e g m e n its i n s e r t e dr o u g h l yi n t ot h e m i d d l eo f e a c h R O M .
A f t e ra s s e m b l yi s c o m p l e t et h e m a c h i n ec o d e i s r u n t h r o u g ha
second programto locatethe two-linesegment.Next,this prog r a mc o m p u t e tsh ec h e c k s u m
o f a l lR O Md a t ae x c l u d i n tgh eN O P .
T h e N O Pi s t h e n r e p l a c e db y t h e t w o ' s c o m p l e m e n o
t f the
checksum.Thecontrollerprogramis not affectedby this change

frequency mode where the display may be configured for
sweep display while a new parameter is entered. Should the
operator begin an entry but not complete it, the display can
be restored by striking any function select key.
The INCR SET key is common to all function keys and a
function key qualifies its use in entering increment values.
The justified value may be viewed on entry by holding the
units key down. An increment value may be viewed at any
time by selecting the function, then holding the INCR SET
key down,
The right-hand position of the keyboard contains modifiers in the form of increment up and down keys and a
rotary control for manual tuning. The increment up and
down keys are qualified by the selected function. Holding
either key down will cause a succession of increments at a
rate of two per second. The rotary RESOLUTIONcontrol is
enabled for every new function by pressing either the x 10 or
+10 key. Holding either of these down will enable blinking
of a digit that denotes the resolution digit to which the
rotary control will apply. The digit may be moved by repeatedly keying x'10 or +10 to get ten times more or less
resolution.
The increment value previously entered via the |NCRSET
key may be used by the rotary control as its entry value. This
mode is enabled by pressing the blue key and then the +10
key, which has the shifted function INCR printed beside it.
Another useful mode is the separation of rotary control
operation from the increment key operation with respect to
function. For example, while in the amplitude mode, the
blue key and shift key HOLD(x 1O)are pressed in succession.
Then when frequency is selected as the operating function,
the amplitude may be adjusted with the rotary control and
the frequency incremented with the increment up and
down keys.
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d u e t o t h e b r a n c h .C o m p u t i n gt h e c h e c k s u mo f a g i v e n R O M
yieldszero as a resultiI all data is valid.The programmernever
needs to worry about the value of the checksumor the NOP
location.To allowlor easy ROMidentification
the actualvalueof
t h e t o t a lc o m p u t e dc h e c k s u mc a n b e o n e f o r R O M # 1 , t w o f o r
ROM#2, and so on. Thisallowsfor easvdetectionof misloaded
ROMs.
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Sweep Control
The left-hand keyboard contains all the sweep parameter
keys. Either a start/stopsweep or a span-type sweep may be
selected. Parameters are entered, for instance, by keying
S T A R TF R E Q ,n u m e r i c s a n d u n i t s .
The start/stop sweep may be reversed by giving start a
larger frequency value than stop. The sweep step size and
step time keys indicate the selected value with integral
LEDs. Once selected,the values are remembered. A change
from span to start/stop sweep, with different step size and
time values, will be indicated by the LEDs in the keytops.
Execution of AUTO or SINGLEsweep will cause a split display in the frequency window, five digits for each of the two
frequency parameters. When MANUAL sweep is selected, a
full eleven-digit sweep frequency display is presented.
Control of the sweep is provided by dedicated use of the
rotary knob in the right-hand portion of the keyboard. Any
signal generator parameter value may be changed while in
the sweeping mode.
Up to five digital sweep frequency markers are selectable.
Each marker is entered as a frequency. The rear-panel output for sweep markers provides Z-axis beam intensifying
potential to give a bright CRT spot on an oscilloscope. Each
spot may be identified on the CRT by holding the selected
marker key down. Each marker may be moved on the CRT
by means of the increment kevs or the rotary control. When
a marker key is held down, its frequency value is displayed.
Front-Panel Storage
To ease user operation of the 8662A, nine front-panel
configurations can be stored in memory. Each stored configuration includes every parameter set on the front panel.
Thus at any time, any of several totally different panel
configurations can be recalled. This helps to reduce test
setup time.

Coupled with the store/recallfeatureis a sequenceoperation. A sequenceis the order in which the user desiresto
recall preViouslystoredsettings.For example,assumethere
is a linear sweep in store 1, a logarithmic sweep in store 3
and a frequencymodulated carrier in store 7. Thesemay be
useful for a given seriesoftests.The sequence137 can now
be stored in the sequencememory, and each time the SEQ
key is pressedthe next front panel, as ordered by the sequence memory, will be recalled.
Status Indication
The 86624 featuresa STATUSkey, which is LED-lighted
to signal the operator.Wheneverit lights up and the key is
pressedand held, a double-digit code appearsin the frequencywindow. The codecan be interpretedby referring to
the pullout card beneaththe instrument. Status messages
may concernthe condition of the crystal oven temperature,
or indicate that an external oscillator standard is being
used. Operatorguidancemessagesare typically concerned
with parametersout of range for the operating conditions.
The status indicator flashes for malfunctions detected
internally. Examplesare a loop unlock condition or a fault
detectedby a circuit monitoring a set of interfacelines, The
latter provide extensiveinformation about approximately
B0lines passingbetweencontroller and mainframecircuits.
These give early indications of circuit or cabling failures.
Servicing
The operatormay call for a check on ROM or RAM with a
specialfunction key sequence.The ROM test (seepage 9) is
basedon checksumroutines and respondsin caseofa ROM
IC failure with a double-digit code in the display, defining
the failed part. The RAM test will do the same for some
bit-type failures.More subtlefailures require more detailed
testing, which is availablein servicing routines. The latter
are part of a switch selectableset, which also includes routinesfor signatureanalysistestingwith the HP 5004A Signal
Analyzer. Basically, control unit servicing is performed
using signatureanalysis.For extremeconditions where the
instrument does not respond to power-on, a fundamental
free-run test permits checks of the microprocessorboard,
which is the key to further operation. This can be done
without any other boardsin the system,thus aiding discovery of stuck addressand databusesand control lines. With a
correctly operatingprocessorboard,the specialdiagnostics
ROM and a program selectswitch on the board are used to
selecta routine to stimulatethe other systemboards.Signatures at significant circuit points quickly give direction to
the service person and lead to discovery of the offending
component on the failed system board.
Production Testing
Production testing of the 8662A control unit uses signature analysis techniques almost exclusively. These
techniques are aided by using an HP 9825 Computer as
memory for all the circuit mode signaturesand as a testing
guide. The technician instructs the computer with inputs

defining the systemboard and the integrated circuit under
test.As the device pins are probed, the computer readsthe
input signaturevia the HP 50044 with a special modification. A comparisonis made with the known good signature
in memory. An audible beep Elnnouncesthat the signature is
good and the technician can proceedto the next node without looking away from the circuit. When an errantsignature
is encountered,the computer prints out the node location
on its paper tape.
A further testing developmentusesthe computer with a
specialmultiplexer that can selectany one of over 200lines.
Suitable cabling connects all the control output interface
lines into the multiplexer. Computerprogramsareaccessed
for a seriesof teststhat automaticallymonitor all the cabled
lines and record information on any failures. This test has
specialmerit, since it testsdriving circuits, connectors,and
cables in the signal path, any of which can experience
difficulties in the assemblyoperations.
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Low-NoiseRF SignalGeneratorDesign
by DieterScherer,Bill S. Chan,Fred H. lves, WilliamJ. Crilly, Jr., and DonaldW. Mathiesen
I N THE RF DESIGN of the AOOZASynthesized Signal
I Generator, novel techniques had to be developed to
I combine low phasenoise and low spurious signalswith
the usually conflicting goal of high frequency agility. The
design was governed by the following objectives:
r Excellent spechal purity. Phasenoise and spurious signals were to be low enough to allow, for example, receiver out-of-channel testing previously only possible
with very pure cavity-tuned signal generators.
r High frequency agility. RF settling was to occur in less
than 500 ps,
r Economicfrequencyresolution. O.1,-Hz
resolution was to
be achieved with a minimum number of loops and
minimum parts count.
Fig. 2 on page 6 shows the basic blocks of the resulting RF
design. These include the following functional blocks:
r The referencesection
r The referencesum loop
r The output sum loop
r The low-frequency loops
r The fractional-N loop
r The doubler, dividers and down-converterof the output
section.
All frequenciesare directly or indirectly generatedfrom a
10-MHz crystal oscillator or an external b or 10-MHzrefer
ence source.The referencesection transformsthe 10-MHz
referencesignal into an RF referencesignal that can step
from 320 to 640 MHz in 20-MHz steps.
In the reference loop this spectrum is filtered and expanded into a 3L0-to-62O-MHzrange with 10-MHz steps.
The output sum loop combines this with a 10-to-20-MHz
signal with O.L-Hzsteps generated in the low-frequency
loops, yielding the 320-to-640-MHzbasebandwith 0.1-Hz
resolution. This band is then heterodyned,divided down
and doubled to produce the 10-kHz-to-72$}-MHzoutput of
the synthesizer (see article, page 22).

Direct Synthesis Reference Section
The referencesection provides the following group of
frequencies:
7. 32Oto 640 MHz every 2O MHz
2. A switched 520 MHz to the output section downconverter,
3. Switched 20 and 't2OMHz to the FM sum loop.

640

To Output
Section

-+H;;;
ho---r'l'|1

H
320to 640MHz
every 20 MHzto
ReferenceLoop

20 MHz to
FM Sum Loop

320 to 640 MHz
2o-Mtlz Steps
To Reference
Sum Loop
N Loop
Loop
Rear Panel
10 MHz

Flg. 1. The reference section directly synthesizes low-noise
reference signals for the 8662A's phaselocked loops. The
320-to-640 MHz band is generated with a mixer and eight
frequencies, as shown.
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Flg. 2. 86624 reference secllon derives various frequencies
by multiplying, dividing, and mixing the output of the internal
crystal reference oscillator or an external standard.

4. A selectable10 or 2OMHz to the referencesum loop.
5. 10 MHz distributed to five other sections.
It was consideredimportant that these frequenciesbe obtained with as low a noise contribution as achievableand
with undesired signals down 40 dB at the 320-to-640-MHz
referenceoutput.
As Fig. 1 shows,the 320-to-640-MHzband may be generated with a mixer and eight frequencies.Using dc allows
the 320, 480, or 640-MHz signal to passthrough the mixer.
Otherwise,two RF frequenciesare generated(fpp : f6 *
f1p),and the undesiredfrequencyis eliminated by the reference sum loop. Fig. 2 explains the generationof reference
signals in more detail.
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Noise and UndesiredSignals
Particular care was exercised in the design of the
amplifier and multiplier stagesimmediately following the
crystal oscillator to keep from degrading its noise performance.The amplifiers and doublers at higher frequencies
are not so critical since the phase noise of the 10-MHz
standard is increasedby 6 dB each time the frequency is
doubled.
The multiplier selectedis essentiallya full-wave rectifier
circuit using Schottky diodes. This arrangement was
selectedfor the repeatability of low-noise performance,inherent rejection of the driving frequency (alleviating some
filtering problems), and convenience in generating a frequency at every octave of r0 MHz.
The amplifiers operate with low currents and high
voltages to keep the 1/f noise current of the device low.
RF emitter degeneration decreasesdevice nonlinearity,
which partly prevents l"if noise from being convertedto the
signal frequency.
The referenceblock has two stagesof crystal filtering at
40 and 160 MHz. The filters serve the dual purpose of
removing 10 and 2o-MHz sidebands not rejected by the
doublersand filtering the multiplied noise of the frequency
standard beyond approximately -f0.008% of center frequency.Multiplying 10 MHz to 640 MHz would result in a
36-dB phase-noiseincrease.The crystal filters must suppress the 10 and 2o-MHz sidebands such that these
sidebands on the l2o-MHz output are 90 dB below the
carrier,sincethey would be translateddirectly to the output
in the heterodyneband. Two-pole monolithic quartz filters
were chosenfor their compactnessand low cost.
A problem associatedwith the use of thesenarrow-band
filters is their high susceptibility to vibration. To combat
this problem, the filters are shock mounted on a separate,
small circuit board.
Sourcesof noise that contribute to the residual noise of
the referencesection include the following:
r Additive noise and 1/f noise in transistors,most prominently in the first stagesof multiplication
r Leakagecurrents in capacitorsand Schottky diodes
r Thermal effectson various materials
r Phasechangescausedby cables and connectors
r Crystal filter noise and microphonic noise.
Noise of the referencesection is typically - 110 dB below
the canier at 10 Hz offsetwith the noisefloor approximately
-148 dBc at 10 kHz and farther out.

{
-v

Fll
480 MHz O---

o
{
+5

-v

640 MHz O-

Fig. 3. Ihe higherfrequenciesin the referencesectionare
switchedby aformof ECLmultiplexer
usingseveralmonolithic
differentialpairsconnectedto a commoncollectorresisfor.
Switching
It was necessaryto find ways of switching frequencies
with a minimum of complexity since the referencesection
usesdirect synthesis.ECL multiplexers were found to have
inadequatepin-to-pin isolation.Discreteforms of PIN diode
switches require multiple diodes and drivers all properly
shielded. A form of ECL multiplexing using several
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OutputSum
Loop Phase

OutputSum
Loop Output

Detector Reterence
10 to 20 MHz
0.1-Hz Steps

320 to 640 MHz
0.1-Hz Stepg

Reference
Sum Loop Output
310 to 620 MHz
in 10-MHz Steps

Frequency
Select

Fig.4. Sinplified block diagram of the output sum loop, high-frequency voltage-controlled
oscillator(HF VCO), and ROM controller.

monolithic differential pairs connected to a common collector resistorwas found to be the most effectivesolution at
the highest frequencies.The schematic for this switch is
given in Fig. 3.
Isolation in the off state is approximately 35 dB for frequenciesup to 1 GHz. A switch is turned off by removing
the current from a differential pair, causing the transconductance to drop to a low value.
Inexpensive PIN diodes are used for the low-frequency
switches, since there is less off-state leakage due to
shunt capacitance.The driving circuit is a simple TTL
demultiplexer.

Reference and Output Sum Loops
The output signal of the referencesection contains unwanted sidebands,multiples of to MHz, as high as -40
dBc. The reference loop acts as a narrow-band tracking
filter, cleaning up this spectrum with minimum degradation of its low-phase-noisequality. Summing 10 or
2O MHz also adds 10-MHz steps to the 310-to-62O-MlIz
output signal.
The output sum loop has similar input signals. It combines the 310-to-620-MHzreferenceloop output with the
10-to-20-MHzsignal stepping in 0.1-Hz steps. The requirementson phasenoise and switching speedare identical for both loops. Therefore,it was possible to use interchangeable phase-lock circuits and oscillators for both

I

I
I

Loop Control
Voltage

J:

Frequency Select
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Fig. 5. Ihe VCOin the output sum
loop is this 320-to-640-MHz
switched reactance oscillator. lt
meets requirements of low phase
noiseand low tuning sensitivity.

loops.Fig. 4 showsa simplified block diagramof the output
sum loop including the VCO with its ROM control.
Starting with the high-frequency VCO, the output sum
loop is designedwith two paramount objectives.First, low
phase noise of the free running oscillator is essential.In
phase-lockedoperation the phasenoise of the VCO is suppressedby the loop gain. Closeto the band edge,where the
loop gain approacheszero, and outside the bandwidth,
VCO noise dominates. Second, low tuning sensitivity is
required to minimize the effect of unavoidable noise on
the tuning line of the VCO. These two objectives led to
the concept of the switched reactanceoscillator pictured
in Fig. 5.
The resonatorconsistsof five inductor arrays.Switched
by a ROM in binary fashion, they provide 32 frequency
steps.A varactor tunes between the frequency intervals to
give continuous frequency coverage.Comparedto a conventional VCO with a varactor covering the entire 310-to640-MHzrange,this switched schemeresults in drastically
reducedtuning sensitivity. It also allows operatingthe varactor at high bias levels where its Q is maximal.

High Q of the total resonator,a prime requirementfor low
phasenoise,was further achievedby realizing the inductor
arays as shorted transmissionlines in a low-loss stripline
structure and by switching them with low-resistancePIN
diodes. Q varies between 150 and 250 over the frequency
range. The nature of the resonator also allows high RF
signal levels (*tOV peak),fast switching, and precise pretuning. The active circuit consists of a source follower feeding a common-gateFET stage.
Single-sidebandphasenoise of the free running VCO in
a L-Hz bandwidth was measuredas -120 to -130 dBc at
2okIIz offset, and -138 to 145 dBc at 100 kHz offset.

Lock Acquisition
Fig. 6 shows the working of the output sum loop in more
detail. The circuitry is divided into two major blocks which
relate to the two operatingmodes of the loop, lock acquisition and locked operation.The function of achieving lock
will be discussedbefore the locked loop circuitry.
The two phase detector references are limited in ECL

Limited
Relerence
Signal
Limited
IF
Signal

Output
Sum Loop
Phase Detector
Reference

Locked Loop
Circuitry

Integrator
Limiter

Control

Bufter

control 9
OutputSum
Loop Output

Loop lF
Phase Detector
Reference

Fi,g.6. Functional diagram of the output sum loop
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limiters to remove amplitude differences.These limiters
drive a phasedetectorconsistingof a high-level mixer; they
also drive the frequency detector circuihy.
With the loop out of lock, the phasedetectorproducesan
output containing a beat note at the differencebetweenthe
two input frequencies.This signal is filtered by a sevenMHz low-passfilter and an active 150-kHz high-passfilter
to removecomponentsother than the differencefrequency.
It is then converted to TTL levels in a high-speed comparator circuit to trigger the out-of-lock digital discriminator, diagrammed in Fig. z.
The out-of-lock digital discriminator signals are derived
from the period of the beat note. Assume the D flip-flop is
reset.The beat note will clock monostableM1 on a rising
edge. MonostableM1 will go high one gate delay after the
rising edge of the beat note. Since this signal is also timing
the D flip-flop and monostableM2, they both stay in the
resetstate.If the next rising edgecomesaftera time delay of
5 ps, M1 will have already reset and the same state will
result. This casehappenswhen the loop is within 200 kHz
of lock.
If the beat note happens with a period of less than 5 g.sthe
D flip-flop is set and the out-of-lock signal is produced by
the next rising edgeof the beatnote. The out-of-lock signal
controls several functions, one of which is to enable
monostableM2 to act asa digital discriminator, producing a
pulse of +00-nswidth at the rate of the beat signal. At a rate
of 2.s MHz (400-nsperiod) and higher, M2 will be on all the
time. Below 2.5 MHz the duty cycle of the pulse signal out
of M2 will decreaseproportionally with the period of the
beat signal. The averageoutput voltage of the digital discriminator is diagrammedin Fig. B. This discriminator signal provides themagnitude of the feedbackto steerthe loop
into lock.
By digitally AND-gating the out-of-lock and discriminator signals,a signal is produced to control a current
source and sink that rapidly chargesor dischargesthe integrator capacitorto steerthe loop into lock. With the loop
more than 2.5MHz from lock the correction current is fully
on. The magnitude of the correction current decreases
proportionally as the loop approacheslock. With the loop
closer than 2OOkHz, the out-of-lock signal disappearsand
the entire block of lock acquisition circuitry is switched off.
The phase-lockedloop now rapidly completeslock acquisition, since the beat note is well within its capture range.
With the proportional feedback from the digital disOL (Out-of-Lock)

Fig. 7. The out-of-lock digital discriminator generates the
out-of-lock signal (OL) that controls several functions in the
outputsum loop. lt alsoproduces a signal (D)that represents
the differencebetween the loop input and outputfrequencies.
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Flg. 8, Average value of the digital di scriminator's D output is
a function of the beat or difference frequency between the
input and output of the output sum loop. This signal provides
the magnitude of the feedback to steer the loop into lock.
criminator the loop is able to acquire lock very rapidly for
any size frequency step. Total lock acquisition time is less
than 75 g,s.

Locked Operation
Below the dotted line in Fig. 6 is the circuiby that is
active in locked operation. The phase detector output is
low-pass filtered and sent to the integrator. The output of
the integrator is summed with the pretune voltage in a
nonlinear shaper to compensate for the varactor tuning
curve of the VCO. This signal is sent through the loop gain
adjust circuit, which compensatesfor oscillator gain
changescausedby inductor changeswhen switching oscillator bands. The signal is then low-passfiltered again and
buffered to drive the VCO tune line.
With a locked loop there is no beat note from the phase
detectorand the entire lock acquisition circuitry is put in a
static mode to eliminate spurious signals from this source.
The low-pass filtering of the phase detector signal is accomplished in three distinct filters. This allows an optimum balance between bandwidth and rejection to get
maximum suppressionof spurious referencesidebands.All
spurious responsesin the loop are below -100 dBc.
The action of the pretune circuit, nonlinear shaper,and
loop gain adjust circuit allows precise control of the oscillator. A loop bandwidth of 250 to 500 kHz can be maintained. To take advantageof this high loop bandwidth to
suppressclose-inoscillator noise,eachof the circuits in the
loop gain path had to be designedfor low noise. An example is the discrete integrating amplifier, which has two
low-noise transistorsin its front end. Also, becauseof the
variation in VCO tuning sensitivity when switching inductor bands,the loop gain adjust circuitry servesa dual role. It
attenuatespretune circuit and shapernoise as well as controlling loop gain. The pretune circuit switches are designed with low-noise JFETsand the shaperis designedfor
Iow noise,
The result of thesedesign considerationsis an extremely
low phase-noisefloor in the locked system.Excluding referencephasenoise,the phase-lockedloop achievesa noise
floor of -140 to -143 dBc as close as l kHz to the carrier.
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Flg.9. 8662Alow-frequencysection hasfour phase-locked loopsand produces a signalfrom 10
to 20 MHz in 0.1-Hz steos.

Low-Frequency Section
The fine frequencystepsof the 8662A aresynthesizedin a
multiple loop systemthat producesa signal covering 10 to
20illdtlz in 0.1-Hz steps.Fig. 9 is the block diagram of the
low-frequency section.
The 10-to-20-MHz signal is summed directly into the
output sum loop, so the spectral purity and frequency
switching time requirements are the same as those of the
320-to-640-MHzsum loop output. A well known hadeoff in
synthesizerdesign is between frequencyresolution on the
one hand and spectral purity and frequency switching time
on the other. For indirect, or phase-lockedloop synthesizers,this tradeoff occurs becausethe need to filter spurious
sidebands that are offset from the carrier by the frequency
resolution limits the maximum loop bandwidth. The
maximum loop bandwidth then limits the loop gain available to reduce oscillator noise sidebands.The frequency
switching speedis also determinedby the loop bandwidth.
In the 8662A, a significant improvement to this tradeoff is
achieved by using a fractional-N loop with correction circuits that effectively cancel the spurious sidebands, rather
than filtering them with a phase-lockedloop. By setting a
loop bandwidth that exceedsthe minimum frequencyresolution and employing difiital-to-analogconvertersto cancel spurious signals at the phase detector,high resolution
and good spectral purity are achieved simultaneously.
At present, fractional-N loop technology is capable of
good spectralpurity and switching speed.However, to exceed the signal quality of the output sum and reference
loops and referencesection,the output ofthe fractional-N
loop must be divided down to 100to 200 kHz, referredto the
output. As a signal's frequency is divided, phase noise
modulation is reduced bv the divide number. As a result a

100-to-200-MHzfractional-N loop signal after division by
1000 exhibits excellent spechal purity.
Since the output sum loop requires 10 to 20 MHz and the
fractional-Nloop provides only 100 to 200 kHz, a systemof
two phase-lockedloops is used to synthesizethe increased
frequencyrange.This synthesisis accomplishedwitha first
loop that generates722 to 227 MHz in 1-MHz steps and a
second loop that sums the fractional-N loop, after division
by 100, with the first loop. The result is a frequencycovering 120to 22ON.IHzin1-Hzsteps.A third phase-lockedloop
subtracts a ZD-Mlfz signal that can have frequency modulation. The output of this loop is then 100 to 200 MFIz in
1-Hz steps with frequency modulation capability. This
100-to-200-MHzsignal is divided by ten, providing 10 to 20
MHz in O.7-Hz steps, with FM capability and excellent
spectralpurity. By generatinga signal at 100 to 200 MHz
and then dividing it by ten, a high loop bandwidth can be
maintained for these loops. Compared to a set of loops
operatingat 10 to 2OMHz, the frequencyswitching time of
the higher-frequency loops is reduced by a factor of ten
becausephase or frequency settling time is inversely proportional to loop bandwidth.
Fractional-N Loop
The fractional-N loop of the 86624 provides the lower
six decadls of frequency resolution. The fractional-N
technique''' is able to meet noise and switching speed
performance requirements that would otherwise require
three phase-lockedloops. The output of the fractional-N
loop has a frequency of 100.0001 MHz to 200 MHz in
1,OO-Hz
steps.This is divided by 1000,giving 0.1 Hz stepsat
the output of the 8662A.
The loop has a bandwidth of approximately I kHz.
FEBRUARy
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Sinpbr COntrol
100-200MHz
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To LowFrequency
Sum Loop

+1(XX).001-2flX1

Phase
Correction
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D0,D1,D2 FromDGU03, D4,D5
Fig. 10, Fractional-Nloop provides the lower six decades of frequency resolution. Itsoutput has
afrequencyof 100.0001to 200 MHz in 100-Hzsteps.Thisis dividedby 1000to give 0.1-Hzsteps
at the 86624 outDut.

Worst-caseswitching transienttime to within 1 MHz (1 kHz
at the 86624 output) of the final frequency is 250 ps. Settling occursat a rate of about one decadereduction in offset
p e r 1 5 0 g . s . T h e s i n g l e - s i d e b a n dp h a s e n o i s e o f t h e
fractional-Nloop is more than 10 dB below the instrument's
noise at its output, making the noise contribution of the
fractional-N loop less than 1 dB.
Although the fractional-N loop block diagram,Fig. 10, is
similar to conventional divide-by-N phase-lockedloops,
there are many differences.The output frequency (L) of g
phase-lockedloop is N times the referencefrequency (f.).
The fractional-N divider allows fo to have a step size Iess
than f.. A fractional-N divider is an integer frequency divider whose divide number (N) can be altered by one (N,
N+1 or N,N-1) at a desired duty cycle (D). This makes
the average divide number (M) for an N,N-1 divider
a non-integer.
D : (Numberof VCOcyclescountedwith N-r per baseperiod)
+ (Totalnumberof VCO cyclescountedper baseperiod)
M=N-D
The averageoutput frequency is M times f.. The output
also has spurs becausethe instantaneo\rsfrequencyvaries.
Thesespurs are causedby the phaseshifting ofthe divider
output by changing N. The phaseshifting results in ripple
on the output of the phase detector. The ripple can be
reduced by filtering, but this approach requires that the
loop bandwidth be less than the minimum step size. To
18 nEwrE.n-pacKABD
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maintain fast switching in the 8662A, the ripple is reduced
by the following method, which doesnot require a narrow
loop bandwidth.
The time and amount of phaseshift is determinedby the
accumulator that generatesthe divider modulus control
signal at the desired duty cycle. The deviation of the
fractional-N divider output phasefrom a reference100 kHz
that is due to the fractional-N process is known and is
correctedfor. A correction circuit generatesa signal that is
equal and opposite to this deviation. This is added to the
output of the phase detector.The resultant signal is sampled once per referenceperiod and is used to control the
voltage-controlledoscillator (VCO).This VCO control signal contains feedbackinformation that removesthe spurious ripple.
Fast switching speed is an important performance
characteristic of the 8662A. The fractional-N loop has
specific circuitry to addressthis need. Three major speedup circuit functions are performed:pretuning the VCO control voltage, phase detector transient reduction, and loop
gain (bandwidth) control.
A voltage-dependentvariable-gain amplifier is used to
Iinearize the VCO tuning characteristic.The VCO is set in
4-MHz increments ( -kHz at 8662A output) by the digital
control unit by means of a digital-to-analog converter
(DAC). The DAC output is filtered for noise reduction.
When a DAC output changeis detectedthe filter output is
speededup by turning on a FET that is in shunt with the
seriesresistor of the filter.

To minimize the transient applied to the phasedetector
filter (loop compensation)the phase detector is disabled,
the current summing amplifier offsetbias is removed,and
the referencedivider and fractional-N divider are halted in
a reset state. This is done while the pretune transient is
settling (2O tts, two referenceperiods). After the pretune
settling time, the fractional-N loop is returned to normal
operation. The reference and fractional-N dividers are
started in phase. This insures that the first output of the
phase detector compares full reference and fractional-N
counter periods. This output then reflects the necessary
correction needed to Iock the loop.
For fractional-N loop output frequencies160 MHz and
higher, an attenuatorin the phasedetectoris switched out.
This increasesthe loop gain and partially compensatesfor
the loop gain reduction that results from an increasing
divide number.Theloop settling time is reducedasthe Ioop
gain is increased.
122-1o-l21-MHz Loop (N Loop)
The phase-lockedloop that synthesizes722 to 227 MHz
in 1-MHz steps with good spectral purity presented a
number of design challenges.The conventional approach
for such a loop is to lock a voltage-controlledoscillator to a
1-MHz reference.A programmabledivider that covers 122
to 221 would then be required.Within the bandwidth of the
phase-lockedloop, the output phase would follow the referencephase,multiplied by 221,.This representsa degradation of referencephase noise sidebandsof about 47 dB.
Even with the lowest-phase-noisedividers and phasedetectors available,excellent spectralpurity cannot be achieved
with such a high divide number. The solution to this problem was to use a fractional-N divider that has divide numbersof 12.2to 22.'Lin stepsof 0.1. The referencefrequencyis
changedto 10 MHz and the output frequency stepsare 0.1
times 10 MHz or lMHz. A phasenoise enhancementof only
22.1 or 27 dB preservesexcellent output spectral purity.
The spurious signals at multiples of 1 MHz are reduced by
placing a series of notch filters in the loop between the
phase detector and the VCO control voltage.
Output

+3, +4
Control Line
+N Program

Shift Register Clock

+N Program

- Divider OutPut
trN +(12 to 23)

Fig. 11. This 12-to-23integer divider ls used in the phaselocked loop that generates 122 to 221 MHz in 1-MHz steps.
A separate circuit controls a fractional digit to give divide
numbers of 12.2 to 22.1.

Fig.12. ThelowJrequency
theoutputof
sumloopcombines
loop with the outputof the fractional-N
the 122-to-221-MHz
loop which,afterdivisionby 100,hasa frequencyof 1 to 2
MHz.
The programmabledivider in this loop is made up of a
12-to-23integer divider and a separatecircuit that controls
a fractionaldigit, so that a total divide number ol 1,2.2Io
22.1,is obtained.This 12-to-23integerdivider presenteda
substantialdesign challenge.Not only are MSI ECL counters unable to operate at such a high frequency, but ECL
+l,o11Lprescalersdo not allow divide numbersof.12 to 23.
A variable-ratioprescaledivider was developedusing SSI
and MSI ECL devices(Fig. 11).
The design is split into two parts, a variable-ratioprescalerand a control for the modulus ofthe prescaler.Since
the lowest overall divide number is 12, and a relatively
simple prescaler was desired, division by 3 or 4 was
selected.For example,to divide by 13, the prescaleris
programmedto divide the input by 3 for three cyclesof the
output ofthe prescalerand by 4 for onecycleofthe outputof
t h e p r e s c a l e rA. t o t a l o f 3 x 3 + 4 x l o r 1 3 p u l s e s a r e i n p u t
for every output pulse, and a division by t3 results. The
control circuit that selects the modulus of the divider is
critical becauseof the short time available to change the
The control circuit usesa
modulus,about 10 nanoseconds.
shift registeras a ring counter.The last flip-flop in the shift
registeris used to detect a terminal stateand load the shift
register from its parallel data inputs. One of the outputs
of the shift register is connected to the modulus of the
3-or-4 divider by a selector.The output of the selectoris a
signal with programmableduty cycle and pulse Iength that
controls the number of divide-by-three or divide-by-four
cycles.
Sum Loop
To combinethe output of the 122-to-221,-MHz
loop, also
called the N loop, with the 1-to-2-MHzfractional-Nsignal,a
sum loop is employed [Fig. 12).The oscillatoroutput signal
is mixed with the N loop output to an IF equal to the
frequency of the fractional-N loop VCO divided by 100.
During frequency switching the IF can be well outside the
Ioop bandwidth, leaving the loop unable to lock. Two solutions to this problem arerequired.One is a frequencydetector that drives the VCO towards the desired frequency for
initial offsetsof about 1 MHz. The secondpart of the phase
lock problem is more subtleand difficult to deal with. When
the sum loop VCO is properly locked, it is always lower in
frequency than the N loop VCO. However, if during frequency switching the sum loop VCO is driven above the
sum of the N loop frequency and the phase detectorinput
frequency, the frequency detector operation inverts and
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A Switching Power Supply for a
Low-Noise Signal Generator
by GeraldL. Ainsworth
The use of switching regulated power supplies in signal
generatorshas not been the usual practice, perhaps because
these suppliesare relativelynew, but more likelybecauseoJthe
line-relatedand switching ripple voltages present in these
supplies.Certainlyone does not want switchingtransientsin a
low-noisesignal generatorlike the 86624. However,in an instrument made up of morethan 5000 components,with the reliability
of each component decreasing exponentiallywith increasing
temperature,thereis powerfulincentiveto minimizethe operating
temperature.The efficiencyof the switchingsupplyminimizesthe
heatit generates,causingitsown componentsto remaincooland
helpingkeepthe othercomponentscoolas well.Otherbenefitsof
this type of supply are compactness,the abilityto operateover a
wide range of input voltagesand frequencies,and the abilityto
supplythe substantialpower requirementsof the 86624 whilethe
powersupply componentsare loafingin a deratedenvironment.
8662A Supply Characteristics
In the 8662A'sswitchingregulatedsupply,switchingtransients
are minimizedby usingvery high-qualityfiltercomponents,keepareaswithlarge
ing switchingcurrentloopstight,and minimizing
voltageratesof change.To minimizeline-relatedspurs,we usean
extremelyhigh-gain"slow loop" that suppressesmultiplesof 60
Hz out to a frequencyof about 2 kHz. Line-relatedripple components are all less than 100 g,V rms, and switchingripple is less
t h a n 3 0 0 t r r , Vr m s ( 1 0 d B l o w e r o n t h e l i n e a r s w i t c h i n g preregulatedoutputs).
All outputsare limitedin voltageand currentto protectboththe
synthesizerand the supply.The line inputsare protectedagainst
high and low voltages.A high-temperatureshutdownsystem is
included.
For good EMI(electromagneticinterference)performance,the
high-powerswitchingcomponentsare isolatedfrom the case.

drives the sum loop VCO to a frequency determined by a
latched amplifier. To prevent this condition, the N loop
VCO and sum loop VCO frequenciesare divided by 10 and
compared in a frequency detector.If the sum loop VCO is
abovethe N loop VCO,it is driven by the frequencydetector
to the lower side of the N loop VCO where it can lock
properly. Accurately tuned VCOsarethereforenotrequired
and there is no degradationof frequency switching speed.
To improve frequencyswitching speedthe oscillatorsin the
loops are tuned by digital-to-analogconvertersto frequencies close to their desired lock frequencies(pretuning).To
reduce the sensitivity of the VCO tuning voltage to noise
from this source,an attenuator,Fig. 13, is placed in series
with the tuning voltageline. To reducethe time required to
chargethe 0.33-pFcapacitor,a switch bypassesthe normal
path to the VCO and then opensbeforeacquisition begins.
Frequency Modulation
Frequency modultion is translated to the carrier in the
8662A by meansof a wide-bandwidth phase-lockedloop. A
ZO-MHzsignal with the desired FM is subtracted from the
20 newlerr-pncKARDJouRNALFEBRUARv
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TonureTests
One of the prototypes,affectionatelyknown as "Bismarck,"
operated eight days at 80'C and three days at -20'C in an
environmentalchamber. These tests terminated when the
chamber-not the supply-failed. Fivepilot-productionunitsoperated at 30% overloadfor nine months,24 hours per day. They
were sublectedto high line and low line voltageswith shortsand
opens applied regularlyat the outputs.The temperaturevaried
between25"C and 55"C.
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1,2O-to-22O-MHz
sum loop output in a 2-MHz-bandwidth
loop. The FM signal at the 20-MHzreferenceto this FM sum
loop has equivalentpeak phasemodulation of 10 radiansat
a 100-kHz rate, corresponding to an FM deviation of -r 1
MHz. The mixer used as a phase detector in this loop is
capableof handling about -r 1 radian of phasemodulation at
its input. By having adequateloop gain at 100 kHz (greater
than 10), feedbackreducesthe 10-radianinput phasemodulation to lessthan 1 radian of phasedifferencebetweenthe
phase detector inputs. All of these phase differences are
peak deviations at a 100-kHz rate.
Spurious Evaluation and Optimization
A major 8662A design task was the elimination of spurious signalson the output of the signal generator.With eight
oscillators and seven phase-locked loops, it was immediately realized that troubleshootingspurious problems
would be a tedious process.Severalinnovative approaches
were taken that simplified the task. First, as an aid to rapid
troubleshootingand servicing,all important RF signalsand
interconnectsare available on coaxial cable lines between

measurementsto -105 dB at greaterthan 40 kHz from the
carrier can be made rapidly on this system.
Fig. 14 is a diagram of the spurious signal measurement
system.Previoussolutions to this problem involved the use
of narrow-bandwidth (lessthan 1OHz) receivers,carefully
tuned to the spur frequencies.Narrow bandwidths were
required to be able to measurespurs below the phasenoise

-3V

Fig. 13. An ac attenuatorin the tuningvoltagelinesof the
reducessensitivity
low-frequency
seclionoscillators
to noise
fromthe digitallo-analogconvertersused for pretuning.
RF modules. The inspection of signals and replacementof
entire modules is rapid and straightforward. Second,the
generation of spurious signals was treated on the instrument level as a myriad of internal communication paths.
Basically, almost all spurs result from the unwanted coupling of a signal from one areato another. For example,a
VCO signal can couple into a phasedetector,which senses
an equivalent phase modulation that possibly cannot be
filtered. A matrix of possible couplings was constructed
assuming that VCOs and referencefrequenciesrepresent
spur transmitters,and VCOs and phase detectorsErrespur
receivers.Once the system of phase-lockedloops was assembled,each of the elementsof the matrix was analyzed
for potential spur coupling and measuredlevel of coupling.
Based on the results of this study, isolation, filtering and
required shielding were determined.
In addition to thesecoupling mechanismsfor spur generation, some other potential problems are signal harmonics,
mixer intermodulation spurs,and the conversionof spursat
one offset from the carrier to another by sampling
mechanisms.Each of these areasrequired careful design
attention.
A third significant developmentin the troubleshootingof
spurs was a high-dynamic-rangeprogrammablespectrum
analyzer system, assembled from a 2'1..4-MHzspectrum
analyzer IF and an 86624 as a swept local oscillator. Spur

Vertical
Output

Fig. 14, Syslemto measurethe spuriousoutputof the 8662A
usesa 21.4-MHzspectrumanalyzerlF sectionand a second
8662Aas a sweptlocal oscillator.Thesecond 8662Aimproves
the analyzer'sphasenoise.
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of the unit under test and the spectrum analyzer's local
oscillators.Sincethe 8662,\ hasan extremelylow sideband
noise level, it becamepossibleto use wider bandwidths up
to 1 kHz.
The second8662A is used as an LO to improve the spectrum analyzer'sLO phasenoise.Spurioussignalson the LO
generallyare suppressedif the offsetof the spur changesas
the LO is swept. This is becausethe spur itself is swept in
frequencythrough the 21.4-MHz filter faster than the IF is
designedto respond.It is thereforereduced in level before
being detected.By stepping the frequency of the 8662A
under test many spur mechanismscan be quickly measured
without tedious calculations to uncover their exact offset
frequencies.A high level of measurementconfidence is
thus obtained for this important specification.
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A High-PuritySignalGenerator
OutputSection
by David L. Platt and Donald T. Borowski

HE TASK OF CONVERTING the 320-to-640-MHz
range of frequencies synthesized by the 8662A
SynthesizedSignal Generator'sphase-lockedloops
to the full range of 10 kHz to 1280 MHz is the function
of the output section. Amplitude modulation capability
and leveling are also provided by this section. The frequency conversion is done by forming three separate
bands: 10 kHz Io 12OMHz, L2Oto 640 MHz, and 640 to
1280 MHz (seeFig. 1). All three bands convergeat the input of the final wideband output amplifier. Each band
has a separatelevel modulator and separatesignal handling circuits to maintain a high signal-to-noiseratio and
freedom from spurious signals.
Special design considerationwas given to the reduction
of AM noise introduced by the output section. If the AM
noise is not sufficiently below the phasenoise floor of the
instrument, it will increasethe broadbandnoise floor and
degradethe sensitivity of adjacent-channeltestson receiv22 newrerr-pncKAnDJoUFNALFEBRUARy
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ers.Furthermore,AM noise can be convertedto phasenoise
by a variety of mechanisms.
AM noise can be classified into two categories:multiplicative and additive. The multiplicative component results from AM modulation of the carrier by the leveling
loop. The sourcesof this modulation can be the drive circuits or the internally generated noise of the modulator
control diodes.The additive component occurs if the level
of the carrier is allowed to drop too close to the thermal
noise floor.
Throughout the design of the output section,a Schottky
barrier peak detector using a low-impedance video load
was used to monitor the level of the AM noise on various
signal paths. The low-impedance loading on the detector
minimized the noise contribution of the detector diode,
allowing AM noise measurementsto - 158 dBm/Hz.A typical AM noise measurementsystem is shown in Fig. 2. The
systemis calibratedby summing the outputs of two sources,

PIN Diode
Multiplexel
10 kHz-1280MHz
To 14GdB
Step Attenuator

120-640MHz

Wideband
Output
Amplifier

520€40 MHz
kHz-l20 MHz
520 MHz
PIN
Modulator

Mixer

Fig.l. S662Aoutputsectionconvertsthe320-to-640-MHzsignalfromthephase-lockedloopsto
the full range of 10 kHz to 1280 MHz. lt does fhis by forming three bands of frequencies that
converge at the input of the wideband output amplifier.

with one output 60 dB below the other. This simulates a
single source with AM sidebandsat -66 dBc.
Output Section Operation
As shown in Fig. 1, the signal from the high-frequency
phase-lockedloops is passedthrough two ECL limiters to
minimize power fluctuations. Following the limiters the
signal can be selectively applied to two ECL dividers to
obtain frequencies between B0 and 640 MHz. Since the
dividers also divide the FM deviation previously introduced, only frequenciesdown to 120 MHz are used. The
heterodyneband produces frequenciesbelow 1,2OMHz.
Because the dividers produce approximately squarewave output signals, low-pass filtering is used to remove
harmonics. Becauseof the lack of flatness of the dividers
and filters, there is a local leveling loop to flatten the output.
This is important becausepower fluctuations would cause
loop gain variations in the leveling loop that follows.
The 120-to-64O-MHzsignal is amplified to *L2 dBm before application to the AM and leveling modulator. This
prevents the output signal of the modulator from being
degradedby the broadbandnoisefloor when the instrument
is in its low-power vernier setting.
The level modulator usesPIN diodesbecauseof their low

Low-Noise

=€{Tr.>
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AMsidebands
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Fig.2. Schottkybarrier peak detector with a low-impedance
video load was used during the design phase to measure AM
noise down to -1 58 dBmlHz.

parasitics.These low parasiticsallow the 40-dB dynamic
rangeneededfor 95% AM and power leveling from 5.1dBm
to 16 dBm. The low parasiticsalso reduce AM-to-PM conversion. However, there is one main disadvantageto PIN
diodes and this is their high sensitivity. When the AM
modulator is very sensitive, thermal noise sources can
causeincidental modulation. Noise sourcescan include the
modulator drive circuits and shot noise generationin the
diode junctions. The 8662A's AM bandwidth is controlled
by an integrator immediately preceding the modulator's
input. This stage rolls off any noise contributions of the
drive circuits. Also, the modulator's low-frequencycircuit
shunts some of its shot noise current away from its junction.
Since PIN modulators produce RF harmonic distortion, a
switchable low-pass filter follows the modulator.
The Heterodyne Band
The heterodynerange of 10 kHz to 120 MHz is developed
by mixing a 520-to-640-MHzportion of the local leveling
loop's output with a fixed 52O-MI-IZsignal from the reference section. Extreme care was taken to adjust signal levels
going to the double balanced mixer to keep the in-band
spurious mixing products from becoming objectionably
large. The principal spurious is the 5x4 mixing product
which crossesthe carrier at 104 MHz output.
The local oscillator (LO) signal is harmonic filtered,
padded to improve the LO match, and applied to the mixer
at 17 dBm. In general,the lower the RF level going to the
mixer, the lower the spurious level with respect to the
desiredoutput. However, too low an input level will cause
the output signal to be degradedby noise.
In the 8662A the level modulator that givesvernier power
control and AM capability is placed ahead of the mixer in
the RF line since this input is at a single frequency (520
MHz). If the RF level to the mixer had been varied to obtain
the vernier rangeof 10.9dB, the output signal-to-noiseratio
would havebecomeunacceptable.Instead,a switchableset
of attenuatorsprecededby a low-noise amplifier is placed
after the mixer. When a change of power levels is programmed, these attenuators change, and the modulatormixer level changesvery little. This keepsthe output level
of the mixer at -16 dBm +1 dB with no modulation
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Fig. 3. 86624 output amplifier is a two-stagefeedback amplifier realized as a thinJilm microcir
cuit on a sapphiresubstrate.lt provides 17 dB gain from 10 kHz to 1280 MHz.

applied. Since the switchable attenuators are inside the
leveling loop, the loop gain and therefore the AM
bandwidth areaffectedby them. This effectis compensated
by a gain switching circuit in the dc control portion of the
loop.
The low-pass filter following the mixer is designed to
terminate IF sum products (1040-1160MHz) insteadof reflecting them back into the mixer. This further reduces
spurious generation.
The Output Amplifiers
The three frequencybands convergeat a PIN diode multiplexer. Multiplexing before the single output amplifier
maintains fast frequency switching speed with low-level
switching. Using only one output amplifier makesit easier
to keep RF radiation low and junction temperaturesdown
for high reliability.
The 17-dBgain, 10-kHz-to-1280-MHzoutput amplifier is
a two-stagefeedbackamplifier using interstagemismatching realized on a sapphire thin-film substrate(Fig. 3). The
substrateis mounted in an aluminum packagewhich is
attachedto the instrument's frame for removal of heat from
the transistor iunctions.
Sincethe use of negativesupplieswith emitter bypassing
is difficult over such a wide band, a single power supply
(+20V) is used.A specialbias supply stagewas developed
to keep the bias points stablewithout appreciably loading
24 rewrerr-pncKARDJoUBNAL
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the signal line. This stageis shown in Fig. 3 as bias supply
#2. Biassupply #1 in Fig. 3 is the samecircuit without the
noise shunt.
The bias stage operation is as follows. Emitter follower
Q2 monitors the heavily filtered dc voltageat point A. This
voltage is comparedwith the basebias voltage of Q3 causing the collector current of Q3 fwhich is the basecurrent of
b,
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F)9.4. Frequencydoubler systemprovidesthe top octaveof
the 8662A frequency range.

Flg.S. Whenafull-wavedioderectifieris usedas afrequency
betweenthe positiveandnegativesides
doubler,mismatches
of the circuitcan causean imbalance(dottedline)and subin the outqut.
harmoniccomponents
the RF transistor) to vary. The varying RF transistor base
bias causes the collector current to change, resulting in a
change of voltage at point A. The negative feedback of this
loop causesthe collector voltage of the RF transistor to be
stabilized and determined by a resistor divider.
The RF choke inside the microcircuit cannot remain a
high enough impedance for output frequencies below 20
MHz. For this reason,a quasi-chokeis formed using Q1. At
dc the circuit is an emitter follower and causes the dc
collector current of the RF device to be fixed by the basebias
voltage of Q1 and the stabilized voltage at point A' At
frequencies where capacitor C1 has a low reactance, the
emitter and basevoltages are driven in phaseby any voltage
applied at the emitter. This causesthe impedance seen
looking into the emitter to be high and determined by the
basebiasing resistorsof Q1.
The level of the RF is monitored by a peak detector
formed by D1 and C2. However, a peak detectorsampling
the output of a broadband amplifier can cause a problem'
The 1/f noise corner of high-performance RF transistors can
extend to 100 kHz. When the peak detector samples the RF
carrier, it also samples the 1/f noise. The noise in the output
of the detector is then modulated onto the RF carrier by the
leveling loop. For output frequencies above 1 MHz this
problem is greatly reduced by switchable noise shunts,
which short the 1/f noise to ground, preventing its being
sampled by the detector.

Input
320-640MHz
+1 dBm

Frequency Doubler System
The top octave ofthe output frequency range ofthe 8662A
is provided by an internal doubler. The complete doubler
system is illustrated in Fig. 4.
The first stage is an active frequency doubler driven at a
constant level. Two voltage-tunable bandpassfilters follow,
separatedby an amplifier. The filters reject the harmonics
and subharmonics present at the output of the doubler' A
modulator (curient-controlled attenuator) is next, controlled bythe AGC loop to provideAM and leveled RF atthe
output. The final amplifier compensatesfor the loss of the
modulator.
The read-only memory (ROM) contains the tuning
voltage-versus-frequencydata for the voltage-tuned filters.
This information is sent to the digital-to-analog converter
(DACJ which in turn provides the tuning voltage to the
filters.
Active Frequency Doubler
Diodes connected as a full-wave rectifier are commonly
used as frequency doublers. The positive and negative half
cycles of the doubler's input waveform appear at the output
with the same polarity (seeFig. 5).
If the diodes or the sectronsof the drive transformer in the
conduction paths of the positive and negative half cycles are
not matched,the output cyclescausedby the positive input
half cycles will not match those caused by the negative
input half cycles (dotted line in Fig. 5). This introduces in
the output a signal whose fundamental is one-half the output frequency and contains harmonics at three halves, five
halves, etc. of the output frequency, that is, subharmonics
of the output frequency. Typically, the lower-order subharmonics are 20 dB below the output frequency in a
diode doubler.
An input signal with even-order harmonic distortion will
causesimilar effects at the output. For example, the ratio of
the one-half subharmonic to the doubled frequency is six
dB higher than the ratio of the second harmonic to the
fundamental at the input.
In a losslessdoubler, the power at the doubled frequency
is 7.4 dB below the input power, with the rest of the power
appearing at dc and harmonics of the doubled frequency.
To obtain better balance (therefore lower subharmonics),
and gain rather than loss, an active doubler circuit using

Output
MHz
640-1280
+5 dBm

Flg. 6. Active doubler provides
better balance and lower subharmonics than a diode rectifier. lt
alsoprovides gain instead of loss.
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tuning voltage to the diodes. Thus they are not RF circuit
elements.
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fune Voltage
Fig.7. Voltage-tunablebandpass/l/ter consistsof two resonatorscoupled by a shuntcapacitance.The tuning voltage
changes the capacitanceof the diodes.
monolithic transistor pairs was designed (Fig. 6).
The input transformer provides balanced differential
drive to the differential transistor pair on the left. This pair,
along with the adjustable base bias, provides a well balanced drive to the second pair, connected as a push-push
doubler. The adjustable emitter bias corrects any residual
imbalance. The subharmonic is typically 30 dB below the
doubled frequency. The output power is about 5 dBm for a
1-dBm input.

Voltage-Tunable
BandpassFilter
The voltage-tuned bandpass filter consists of two resonators coupled by a shunt capacitance (Fig. z). The filter is
a thin-film circuit on sapphire. The transmission lines at the
input and output are 90-ohm microstrip lines.
The capacitance ofthe diodes changes by a factor offour
over the range of the tuning voltage, allowing the filter to
tune over an octave. The shunt diodes keep the coupling
constant between the two resonators such that bandwidth is
proportional to the center frequency.
The inductance in series with the shunt coupling diodes
is selected to series-resonateat 1.5 times the center frequency.
This produces a notch that tracks the three-halves subharmonic and hence increases rejection at that frequency.
RF voltage across the tuning diodes modulates the
capacitance and can result in harmonic generation. To
minimize this effect, the diodes are used in pairs and placed
in opposite directions. The RF voltage appearing across
each diode pair tends to cause one diode to increase in
capacitance and the other to decrease. The net effect is a
much smaller variation in capacitance compared to a single
diode, thereby minimizing harmonics.
Note that all of the resistors in Fig. 7 are for providing the
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SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model 8662A Synthesized Signal Generator
FREOUENCY
MHz).
RANGE:10 kHz to 1280MHz (1279.9999998
RESOLUTION:
0.1 Hz (0.2 Hz above640 MHz).
ACCURACY ANO STABILITY:Same as referenceosillator.
REFERENCEOSCILLATOR
INTERNAL:1o MHz quartzoscillator.Aging rate <5x 10-10/day atte|lo day warm-up
(typically24 hr in normal operating environmenl).
SPECTRAL PURITY
RESIDUALSSB PHASENOISE lN 1 Hz BW (320 <fc <640 MHz):
offsettrom
cartbr
SSB phase
noisein 1 Hz
BW (CW
and AM mode)

ro Hz

roo Hz

1 kHz

ro kHz

100 kHz

-100

112
dBc

-121

131
dBc

132
dBc

dBc

dBc

SSB BROADBANONOISE FLOORlN I Hz BW AT 3 MHz OFFSETFROM CARRIER
<-146 dBc for fc between120 and 640 MHz at outputlevelsabove +10 dBm.
SPURIOUSSIGNALS:

0.01
to
120
Spurious
non-harmonically
related

-90

Sub-harmonically
related
. I 3f
\1'V,etct
Power line (50-60 Hz)
related and
microphonically
generated
(within 30O Hz)

Frequency range (MHz)
120
160
320
to
to
to
160
320
640
-96

6/tO
to
1280
-84

dBc

100
dBc

dBc

90
dBc

none

none

none

none

dBc

90
dBc

85
dBc

-80

75
dBc

dBc

dBc
_75

dBc

-70

< -30 dBc

Harmonics

OUTPUT
LEVEL RANGE:+13 to 139.9dBm (1 V to 0.023 pVr." into 50 O).
RESOLUTION;0d
. 1B .
LEVEL ACCURACY AND FLATNESS: Note that the 86624 uses microorocessorcorretion to achiew tl dB absolute@tput level accuracybetw@n +13 and 120 d8m.
Correctionis not availablein the sweep mode. Correctioncan be defeatedvia a special
keyboardtunciion.
A B S O L U T EL E V E L A C C U R A C Y :t l d B b e t w e e n+ 1 3 a n d 1 2 0 d B m ( + ' 1 5 ' t o
+45eC). t3 dB between 120 and - 130 dBm. Includes flatness, attenuator error,
delector error and measurementuncertainty.
FLATNESS(relerencedto 100 MHz wilhout correctiondown to - 120 dBm): To 640 MHz,
a 1 . 5 d B : t o 1 2 8 0M H z . a 3 . 5 d B .
AIIPLITUDE MODULATION
OEPTH:0to95% at outputlevelsof +8 dBm and below(+10 dBm in uncorrected
mode).
AM availableabove these oulput levels but not specitied.
'lol.,
RESOLUTION:
10 to 95% AM; 0.1%,0 to 9.9"/"AM.
INCIDENTALPM (at 30% AM):0.15-640 MHz, <0.12 radianspeak;640-1280MHz,
<0.09 radians peak.
I N C I D E N T A LF M ( a t 3 0 % A M ) : 0 . 1 5 - 6 4 0M H z , < 0 . 1 2 x f m o d ; 6 4 0 - 1 2 8 0M H z ,
<0.09 x fmod.
INDICATED
ACCURACY:t5% of reading11"/.AM. Applieslor ratesgivenin tableb€low,
inlernal or external mode, for depths <90o/o.
RATESAND DISTORTIONWITH INTERNALOR EXTERNALMODULATINGSIGNAL:

Frequency
range
0 . 1 5 - 1M H z
'l-10
MHz
1 0 - 1 2 8 0M H z

AM rate
dc-1.5kHz
dc-s kHz
dc-10 kHz

AM distortion
o-3/J'h
&-7eh
AM
AM
2o/o
2k
2/o

4.O/o
4.Oo/"
4.OY"

7F9e/o
AM
5.75/"
5.75k
5.75/"

FREOUENCYMODULATION
FM RATES (1 dB bandwidth):Externalac, 20 Hz to 100 kHz; externaldc, dc to 100 kHz.

FM DEVIATION:
Center
lrequency
(MHz)
0.01-120
120-1m
160-320
320-640
640-1280

llaximum pEk deviation
ac mode (kHz)

dc mode (kHz)

the smaller of
1 0 0o r f m o d x 5 0 0
25 or fmodx'125
50 or fmodx250
100 or lmod x500
200 or fmodx 1000

100
25
50
100
2OO

INDICATEOFM ACCURACY:t8% of readingplus 10 Hz (50 Hz to 20 kHz rates).
FM RESOLUTION:100 Hz for deviations<10 kHz, 1 kHz for deviations>10 kHz.
INCIDENTALAM (AM sidebandsat 1 kHz rate and 20 kHz devialion):<-72 dBc,
f" <640 MHz; <-65 dBc, fc >640 MHz.
FM DISTORTION:<1.7o/olot rates <20 k{z, <11" lor rates <1 kHz.
CENTERFREOUENCYACCURACYAND LONG TERM STABILITY.
ac mode: same as CW mode.
DIGITALSWEEP FUNCTIONS
START-STOPSWEEP: Sweps between two selectedlrequencies.
SPAN SWEEP: Symmetricalsweep about center frequencyselected.
SWEEP WIDTH: Oeterminedby frequency resolution and frequency range of instrum e n t :i . e . . 0 . 1H z t o 1 2 8 0M H z
STEP SIZE: Choice of 100 0|1000 points per sweep, or settable to any value within
the frequency resolutionof the instrument.
SWEEPSPEED: Five selectablespeeds:0.5 ms, 1 ms, 2 ms, 10 ms and 100 ms per
step. (0.5 ms is nominal value which will vary dependingon use of markersor
pg sweep.)
LOG SWEEP: Two choices available in increasino sleos ol 10ol"or 1ol" ol the last
frequency.
FBEQUENCYMARKERS:Fivedigitalmarkers.Resolution
andaccuracysameas RFoutpul.
INTENSITYMARKERS;Z axis modulationof CRT display.
AMPLITUDE MARKERS:Rear-panelsignal (5 kHz triangle wave) can be appliedto AM
input conntrtor to provide adjustableamplitudemarkers.
MARKER SWEEP: Starvstop sweeps between any two frequency markers can be
selected.
DISPLAY BLANKING:250 /rs positivepulse (TTL levels) avajlableat rear panel lor display blanking during frequencyswitching.
SWEEP OUTPUT:0 to 10 V nominalsteptpd ramp. Zero at start ot sweep; approximately
+ 10 V at end of sweep regardlessof sweep width. 10,000 points maximum.
DIGITAL SWEEP MOOES
AUTO: Swep repeats automatically.
SINGLE: Single sweep activatedby front panel keyboard.
MANUAL: Swep conlrolled by front panel knob.
REMOTEPROGRAMMING
INTERFACE:HP-lB(Hewlett-Packard's
implementation
of IEEE Slandard488).
FUNCTIONSCONTROLLED:All functionscontrolledfrom the fronl panel with the
programmable
exception ot the line switch are
with the same accuracy and resolution as in manualmode.
REAR PANEL AUXILIARYCONTROLCONNECTOR
CONNECTORi14-pin.
FUNCTIONSCONTROLLED:
STEP UP/STEP DOWN: Same as incrementkeys on keyboard.
STOP SWEEP:Puts sweep in manualmode.
CONTINUESWEEP:Puts sweep in auto mode.
SINGLESWEEP:Initiatessinglesweep.
SEQUENCE:Same as sequencekey on keyboard.
INPUTREOUIBED:Contaclclosureto groundor 5 /s negative-true
TTL pulse.Internally installedjumper determinesmode.
OUTPUTS:5 /rs negative-trueTTL pulse output under followingconditions:1) change
in signalparameter(for examplefrequency,amplitude,modulation).2) end ol sweep.
OPERATINGTEMPERATURE
RANGE;0'to +55t.
LEAKAGE: Mets radiatedand conductedlimitsof MIL STD 461A methodsRE02and CE03
as well as VDE 0871. Furthermore,less than 1 pV is indued in a two turn, 1 inch diameter
loop 1 inch away from the front panel and measuredinto a 50 ohm r@eiwr.
POWERREQUIBEMENTS:115 (90 - 126)V or 23O(198 - 252) V: 48 to 66 Hz; 420 VA max.
WEIGHT: Net 30 kg (65.5 lb); shipping36 kg (80 lb).
PRTCES
tN U.S.A.:
86624 SynthesizedSignalGenerator,$29,000.
'1'17144
Seruicesupportkit (requiredfor service),$500.
11721AFrequencyDoublerfor operationto 2.56 GHz, $285.
MANUFACTURINGDIVISION;STANFORDPARK DIVISION
1501 Page Mill Road
Palo Atto,California9,1304U.S.A.
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ProductDesignfor Precisionand Purity
by RobertL. DeVries
I N AN INSTRUMENT of the complexity of the 86624
I SynthesizedSignal Generator,the circuit design is of
I the utmost importancein achieving a signal of precision
and purity to the degree specified. Much careful thought
and sophisticatedengineeringwent into the circuit design
of the various modules.To provide the proper environment
for thesecomplex circriits to perform to expectationsunder
various environmental conditions, a lot of care also went
into the product design of the 86624.
Someof the items given specialattention were shielding,
modularity, grounding, decoupling, reliability, power con/sumption, serviceability,human factors,and environmental testing.
Shielding and Modularity
A frequencysynthesizerhas the generalcharacteristicof
having many frequenciespresentat one time in the various
modules. Under some conditions of modulation and/or
sweeping these many frequencies are rapidly changing.
Unlessa good job of shielding, decoupling,and isolation is
achieved,there will be some unwanted frequenciesat the
output along with the desired frequency.
We wanted a shielding system that would give us the
necessEuy
shielding, low cost,and a modular approach.As
the circuit designevolvedwe wantedto be ableto adjustthe
volume of the shielded compartmentsto get maximum use
of space without great expenditures in tooling for diecasting changes.As a result we designeda family of interlocking extrusions (Fig. 1). These include full-width,
half-width, three-thirds, one-third/two-thirds, and endplate extrusions.Thesemay be assembledin any combination to best suit the circuit designers'needs and optimize
board layout requirements.

Fig. 1. lnterlocking extrusions provide a low-cost modular
approach to internal shielding in the 86624 Synthesized Signal Generator.
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To seal the gaps where the extrusions interlock, we designed a shearingwedge that is insertedinto an opening in
the extrusion (Fig. 2). hessure is applied to both endsof the
wedge.It shears,wedges,and sealsthe joint at the extrusion
interface.The shielding effectivenessat this joint is as good
as if it were cast.
The shielding is further enhanced by using a ground
plane on the extrusion side of the motherboard. On assembliesthat have greaterpotential for leakageand radiation the motherboardsare multilayer with a ground plane
on the extrusion side, a ground plane on the other side, and
dc and logic tracessandwiched between.
Along the edgesof the extrusionswe have a screw every
30 mm to minimize the gap length betweenthe screwsand
reduce the possibility of leakagefrom the extrusions. To
further minimize leakagewe have included copper waffled
gasketsat the interfaces between the extrusion covers and
the extrusions,and betweenthe extrusionsand the motherboards to compensatefor any irregularities at these inter-

j--l
I

il

Fig.2. Shearingwedge sealsthe gaps where extrusionsinterlock.

wffi
Fig. 3. Copper waffled gaskets seal the interfaces between
the extrusionsand the extrusioncovers and motherboards.
faces (Fig. 3).
The motherboards and extrusions covers are extra thick
to make them stiff and eliminate any tendency to bow and
create gaps between the extrusion screws,

Groundingand Decoupling
In general,thehigh-frequency
signalsareroutedby coaxial cable to the various circuits and connected at the top
cover connectors. The low-frequency or dc signals are
routed by meansof multiconductor cablesor motherboards.
The more critical or sensitiveplug-in boardsget additional
grounding by meansof spring ground strapssecuredto two
edgesof the plug-in boards,which insert into the groovesin
the extrusions (Fig. 4). These ground straps provide two
important benefits.First they give us an intimate grounding
schemebetween the plug-in board ground plane and the
extrusion wall. Next, they provide a very effectivethermal
path to carry the heataway from the board,to the extrusion,
and then to the outside.
The RF and dc portions of the plug-ins are shielded and
decoupledfrom eachother by meansof a beryllium-copper
shield on the connector end ofthe board, which coversthe
decoupling network, surrounds the interface connector,
and grounds the shield to the motherboard ground plane
when the board is inserted (Fig. +).
Reliability
Reliability was foremost in our minds throughout the
project. High component temperaturesgenerally mean
high failure rates.To insure a lower operatingtemperature
we have a cooling systemthat pulls air in through the rear
panel, builds up a pressurethrough the centerofthe 8662A
to force the air through and around the extrusions, and
exhaustsout the perforatedside covers.The air cooling the
power supply comes in the rear, goes past the heat sinks,
and exhaustsout the perforated side cover.
To insure reliable operation at any combination of line
voltage and line frequency we selected a fan that would
provide adequate air flow with minimum vibration and

noise.To minimize phasenoise we gave careful consideration to the vibrations causedby the fan. We shock mounted
the fan, the crystal reference,and the crystal filters that are
sensitive to vibration. We provide thermal isolation and
baffling to the referenceoscillator.We intentionally do not
cool the oven, since this would waste power and make
control of the oven temperaturemore difficult. To reduce
the power dissipated in the 86624 we are using a
switching-regulatedpower supply. A thermal cutout in the
power supply turns the instrument off in caseof a fan failure
or if the temperaturegets too high.
Reliability is further insured by using prescreened
semiconductorsand a more efficient power supply, derating of components,and careful thermal profile evaluation.
Serviceability
In addition to reliability, serviceabilitygot special attention as the product was being developed.For such a complex instrument,the 8662A is easyto service.In addition to
the error codes on the front panel and the internal loopunlocked lights, all the plug-in boards are accessiblefrom
the top, test points are provided, extenderboards are available,and the front panel pulls out and tilts down for access
to the attenuator,filter, and panel components.
The motherboardsare in one plane, clearly marked, and
very accessible.The major assembliesareremovablewith a
minimum of effort. Each assemblyis mechanically independent. The operating and service manual that accompanies the instrument is thorough, complete and comprehensive.
The rear-panelcoversare easilyremovedfor accessto the
power components, fan, VCO, and reference oscillator.
Sturdy rear feet are provided for the user who wishes to
operatethe instrument standing vertically.
Human Factors
The front panel is designed for ease of operation. The
sweep and marker functions are on the far left.
Function, data,and increment kevs are in the centersec-

Crystal Filtel

Fig.4. Springground strapprovides additional grounding for
sensllive or critical boards. A beryllium-copper shield decouples the RF and dc circuits.
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tion. This sectionis used most often and is tilted to provide
a more natural feel for the user.The connectorsareon the far
right to keepcablesaway from the keyboardarea.Generally,
the operating parameters are input working from left to
right acrossthe keyboard.
The rotary pulse generator(large knob on the right) has
been included for those userswho still like to tune a signal
sourceby turning a knob.
Environmental Testing
The completed instrument is rugged and strong and has
gone through repeatedvibration, shock,and packagedrop
tests.The tests have included temperatureand humidity,
environmental extremes,radiated and conducted interference,magneticradiation and susceptibility testsand many
other tests.The switching power supply went through severalhundred hours of life tests,on/offcycling, high/low line
operation, shorted outputs to ground, shorted outputs to
eachother, overvoltageand overcurrenttesting. The objective of all of this testing and careful design is an instrument
that should give the user years of trouble-freeservice.
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VerifyingHigh SpectralPurityand Level
Accuracyin Production
by John W. Richardson

PERPLEXINGSITUATION usually exists with the
' . introduction a new, state-of-the-artproduct such
of
as the 86624 Synthesized Signal Generator.How
does one test, with sufficient margin, the various critical
performancespecificationswithout losing production line
efficiency?
For the 8662A, two critical specifications are spectral
purity and output level accuracy.In both casesno existing
equipment is available to measurethese parametersefficiently with acceptablemeasurementerror. Spectralpurity
(phasenoise and spurious)is difficult to measurewithout a
suitablelow-noisereceiverto resolvelow-level signalsnear
the carrier. Output level accuracy presentsa problem becauseof difficulty in accuratelymeasuringRF power over a
150-dB range. The solution to these measurementprob30 newlerr-pncKARD
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lems, along with the solutions for most other signal
generator specification measurement problems, has taken
the shape of the HP-IB test system shown in Fig. 1.
Measurement of spectral purity requires a spectrally
clean, low-noise receiver or spectrum analyzer with noise
performance at least equal to that typical of the 86624.
Existing spectrum analyzers have noise performance about
20 dB worse than the S662A for offsets less than 100 kHz
and require a3O-Hz bandwidth to measure the 90-dB spurious specification with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. Measurement of very low output power levels also requires a
receiver or spectrum analyzer with a sensitive, Iow-noise
input. Such a receiver has been incorporated in the HP-IB
test system.
The heart of this distributed test system and the key to

making spectral purity measurements is the Iocal oscillator.
The LO establishes the receiver noise floor and is a potential
source of internally generated spurious signals. Another
8662A fulfills this low-noise, Iow-spurious need. For spectral purity measurements, the receiver input is a high-level
mixer whose output can be routed through various paths to
a multiplexer, which selects one of three pieces of measurement gear. RF input signals are routed using semirigid
coaxial cable and switching is done using 87614 Microwave Switches. Impedance discontinuities associated with
the input are almost insignificant. Post-mixer routing is
done with flexible triple-shielded coaxial cable and switching is done with lower-frequency coaxial relays.
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Fig, 2. Typicalphase noise measurementrcsultsproduced
by the systemof Fig. 1.
The system mixer is used as a phase detector when
measuring phase noise by adjusting the relative phases of
the two inputs to a quadrature relationship. The 34954
Scanner connects the mixer output directly to the 3437A
DVM. Phase shifting is accomplished by incrementing the
local oscillator 0.2 Hz for an appropriate period of time
while the 3437A and the 9s25A continuously monitor the
mixer output. When the mixer output approaches 0V
within acceptable limits, the computer signals the LO to
decrement O.2 Hz, causing the mixer output to be fixed at
this voltage. (The 8662A is phase-continuous when switching the least-significant six digits.) Now the mixer output is
switched to path three and the tracking spectrum analyzer
(HP 3044A) is selected as the measurement instrument.
Phase noise is characterized at offsets from 10 Hz Io 1,MHz
for each of t3 different carrier frequencies, thoroughly
checking all 86624 internal signal paths.
Measurement accuracy of this system is enhanced in several ways. First, since phase noise is specified as a ratio with
respect to the carrier, the carrier level is measured, effectively calibrating out frequency-dependent mixer conversion loss and system insertion loss. Second, since analyzer
noise characteristics differ from sine wave characteristics,
calibration factors for analyzer Gaussian random noise response are loaded into the program. (These factors are discussed in HP Application Notes #207 and #1.50-4.)Third,
since the mean value of a random process is desired, some
amount of averaging must be done. Depending on what IF
bandwidth is used in the 3o44A, enough independent
analyzer readings are taken so that there is about a 70%
confidence that the mean value is known within +0.32 dB.
This numerical averaging results in a post-detector
bandwidth of approximately 0.4 Hz. A printout showing
the results of an actual noise measurement at a 639.9-MHz
carrier frequency is shown in Fig. 2.
A second critical aspect of spectral purity is spurious
content.* Although some calibration factors associated
with input mixer frequency response and spectrum
analyzer nonlinearity are loaded into the computer program, the primary measurement advantage here is one of
high speed without sacrificing confidence. High speed is
achieved by using wide bandwidths and high confidence is
achieved by performing swept spectral analysis rather than
spot measurements.
*See page 20 for further
d scusston of sp!rious meas!rement
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Flg. 3. A partialprintoutof an 86624test systemspurious
Thefarrightcolumnshowsmaximumspuriouslevels
analysis.
detectedby the analyzer.

'
,'
,
1.
.

,.
'

. Referring to the test system block diagram, post-mixer
path 3 is taken, with the analyzer vertical output digitized
by the 3497A Sampling Voltmeter.The burst of readingsis
transmitted to a buffer register in the 9825A. Various correction factors are applied and the result is checked against
specificatibns.Partof a spuriousanalysisis shown in Fig. 3.
Verifying.the -r1-dB level accuracy specification down to
-12O dBm aptly demonstratesthe leverageavailablewith a
computer-controlled test system over separate, nonsystemiT.edinstruments. Because of the extremely wide
dynamic ranfe involved, two different groups of instrumeirts are used. fligh,levels are measured with an 8482N
436,\ Power Metei sfstem, while low levels (<-15 dBm)
are measurefl irl a vadable-bandwidth receiver identical to
the phase-noiseieceiver.
Accuracy of,.the.high-level system is enhanced using
three different techniques involving standards laboratory
calibration; First, net system insertion loss is adjusted to
0 dB at 50 MHz.'lhis is done by inserting a known power
leveland adjusting the 436,t calibration control (hardware
correctior-r).Second, system frequency response is characterized and correction factors are loaded into the computer
program. This'is done by inserting a known power level
over thri frequency range of 0.1 to 1300 MHz (software
correction). Third; the incremental attenuation for each
10-dB step of a 90-dB RF attenuatorbank is measuredand
loaded into the computer program. These known attenuation factors are used in a transfer method to calibrate the
30444 Spectrum Analyzer over most of its dynamic range
fsoftware correction).
Absolute level calibration and frequency responsefor the
3044A Analyzer are determinedby comparing swept read-

ings from the lowest rangeon the powei rneter(--15 dBm) t9 ;
thos-etaken at the sarirepower setting on the analyzer and
computing a difference correction factor for each frequency. At lower power sgttings; the receiver is expected to
have unchanging frequency responseand the level accuracy is determined from attenuation transfer. The 9825A
generatesne,w correction factorSlo compensate for the re-.
ceiver's dynamic range nonlinearity before each measure-,
.:f
ment sequence.
,r
It takes about one-half hour to perform the level transfer''.
'
calibration and measureapproximately 670 points for each
8662A on the production line. This processis repeatedirt
the quality assurancearea.Root sum squared measurement
uncertaintyfor this measurdmentat -120 dBm is +O.22dB.
l"'
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